New Zealand Amateur Radio VoIP Systems

KEY

Call Sign:--------ZLxxxx
Node Number:---[xxxxxxxx]
Freq:-----------(xxx.xxx-Z)
Tone:----------(xxx.x)
Z=S/Simplex    R/Repeater

ECHOLINK – ZL2ARG – Nelson
[347790] – (438.900-R)

IRLP – ZL2KS – Blenheim
[6285] – (146.950-R)

ECHOLINK – ZL3CAR – Christchurch
[101553] (483.400-

IRLP – ZL3TMB – [6900] (145.625-R) {88.5}

ECHOLINK – ZL4DLU – [281231] – 147.600-S {88.5}

ECHOLINK – ZL4OKY – Invercargill
[228387] – (147.525-S)

North Island Link
South Island Link
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